**Security**

- **Security Mark**
- **PIN Lock**
- **My Screen PIN Lock**
- **Transition Detector**

**Maintenance**

- **Lamp Door on Top**
  Easy replacement when the projector is mounted on the ceiling.

- **New Hybrid Filter**
  Filter maintenance frequency has been improved from every 400 hours to every 2,000 hours.

**Superior Usability**

- **Improved Security Bar Prevents Theft**
  These projectors have an improved Security Bar that provides a deeper space for heavy chains. They also have a Kensington security slot for using a lock to attach a cable. These security functions prevent theft when the projector is mounted on a ceiling or used on a cart-top.

- **Low Noise of 29dBA (Whisper Mode)**
  Employing a new fan design, these projectors achieve a low noise of 29dBA in Whisper mode. With performance as quiet as a guest room in a hotel, they make it easy to give lessons or presentations in small size classrooms or conference rooms without noise distracting the audience.

- **4,000-Hour Lamp Life in Whisper Mode**
  The CP-X301 and CP-X401 have achieved a lamp life of 30,000 hours in standard mode and 4,000 hours in whisper mode.*

- **Remote Control Makes Operation Easier**
  My Button and My Source buttons on the remote control give you fast access to frequently used functions and sources. Doc./Camera and Volume Up/Down buttons are also provided.

- **Daytime Mode Corrects Details in Bright Conditions**
  Projected images may become difficult to see under bright lighting. The Daytime Mode uses image quality correction technology to counter the effects of light, ensuring clear, vivid images.

**Versatile Security**

- **PIN Lock**
- **My Screen PIN Lock**

**Security Mark**

- **PROTECTED BY SECURITY SYSTEM**

* Lamp life may vary depending on the individual lamp, environment conditions, usage pattern and usage.